
WordPress Image Gallery Plugin –
WordPress Photo Gallery
https://wpdemo.net/demos/plugins/cubeportfolio

Based on your needs you create the photo gallery you always wanted to have. The
process now is much easier.

This plugin is here to offer the following options:

5 PHOTO GALLERY STYLES

Photo gallery styles are one of the most important features for website owners. The
first impression is always important for each of us. Your website visitors will be
impressed with your website’s content and styles.

The photo gallery has 5 styles that can help you with that.

1) Justified
2) Tiles
3) Carousel
4) Slider
5) Grid

Add Images and Videos

Not every photo gallery plugin has the option to add videos in it. This plugin includes
the features for both video and image gallery.

You can easily add videos from YouTube and Vimeo repositories with just a click.
There are no limits for the quantity, add as many images and videos as you want.

Name Your Image Gallery

Give your gallery a name to distinguish between the galleries and see this name as
your gallery title.

Add Name to to Image gallery items

https://wpdemo.net/demos/plugins/cubeportfolio?utm_source=wpdemo.net&utm_medium=pdf&utm_content=1050


Each of your image gallery items can have their specific names(Titles). This will help
when selecting your image order and will explain what your images are about.

Add Description to Image gallery items

Don’t forget about the photo gallery description option. This will help to explain to
visitors your images. If you display a certain product, you can add it’s details and
describe the quality of the product.

Add URLs to Image gallery items

Each Photo gallery item can lead to a certain URL, you can add the URL from the
Nextcode Image Gallery dashboard. This can be a URL to a product or service page or
maybe your portfolio.

Edit Image

Each image added to the photo gallery can be edited and replaced. Use the Edit Image
Button that appears on the image gallery items on hover and select new images from
WordPress Media Files.

Edit Image Info

The image info can also be edited. You can add all the images and videos to your
photo gallery and edit them in bulk from the Edit Image Info section.

GALLERY SETTINGS

For each image gallery dashboard, you get a separate option for Gallery Settings. Here
you can make all the required changes with select boxes.

Here are the 3 important options that you get:

Photo Gallery Content Display Type

This photo gallery option allows you to display your gallery in 3 types.

1) Show all the image gallery items
2) Show the gallery with pagination
3) Show the image gallery with load more option

Photo Gallery Image order

The image orders are filtered by the photo gallery item titles. Here are the 3 ordering
options you get in Nextcode gallery.
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1) Ascending
2) Descending
3) Random

Use this option to change your image gallery item ordering.

Photo Gallery Image Sorting

You are also free to sort your photo gallery according to these Sorting options:

1) Custom Sorting
2) Numeric/Alphabetical
3) Upload Date
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